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This is a collection of wonderful icons. Each of the 50 items includes its own folder with PNG and GIF files. The names of these folders
are named after the themes of each movie. The icons have transparency, (view more icons here: The icons come in two (2) versions: - The
High Quality Version: These icons will allow the same performance on all the systems; - The Low Quality Version: These icons will
provide an excellent performance on low resolutions screens but you may notice some performance issues on high resolutions screens.
The Low Quality version icons will provide the same performance on all the systems. Examples of some of the Icons are: Up Note: Some
icons may not work on the Windows XP system. Toy Story Bolt The movie icons represent some of the more popular animated feature
films released during the 1980s. Can't find your favorite icon? Email us your request and we will add it to the set. Here is the preview of
the Icon which we are about to create (in the Photoshop Format): The finished Icon will be released on our website (for a fee) to
customers Icons in folder:Animations Icons created by Blackcode Be careful on 3 icon(s) that may be broken by modern browser(s): (Non-
exclusive license) You are free to use these icons for personal and commercial projects. However, if you redistribute these icons in any
way, excluding normal downloading, they may be used only with great caution. If you are searching for animated icons for a specific
application, you can download the free "Icons in folder:Animation" collection from here. Please note: Some icons may not work on the
Windows XP system. No matter how you like your design, we are always happy to help with custom icons. Please contact us with the
following details of the design: * Full name of the business: * I want the icons in.png format * Whether or not the icons will be available
in a variety of resolutions and file sizes (TIF or JPG are both acceptable for the Low Resolution version) Please consider that our
customers are often running older computers and older web browsers, such as Internet Explorer 11. And if you need to use a particular
browser on your website, please make

Animation Collection 

• 1000 Icons • 16x16, 16x32, 32x16, 32x32 and 128x128 pixel sizes • All icons are perfect 1024x1024 pixel PNG files • 100% vector •
Drop Shadow and Sticky Bit Effects • All icons are separated into 9 distinct categories: Files, Games, Internet, Office, Graphics,
Transfers, Videos, Music and Utilities Files, Games, Internet, Office, Graphics, Transfers, Videos, Music and Utilities Combo Icon Show
desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled
icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Category Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon
Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Up, Toy Story or
Bolt Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon
Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or
tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo
Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show
desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled
icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon Show desktop or tiled icon Combo Icon
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A lot of well-known, important and fun animation movies, such as: Up, Toy Story or Bolt, are bundled together, with their thousands of
icons. Sure this set is worth your attention, and so are the rest of the web pages on their site. You can check out the About Us page to get
the full idea about what happens inside. Danger Icons is a useful resource of colorful, high quality graphics of various icons for web sites
and software applications. Icons contained in this set are comprised of just about everything you can imagine, including about 600 icons
of various sizes, coming in 16x16, 24x24, 32x32, 48x48, 128x128, 256x256, 512x512 pixel and huge 512x512 pixels resolutions. All the
graphics are provided in both s... The number of icons in this set was carefully selected to provide a wide variety. The selected set contains
logos from 54 popular artists from all around the world. All logos have a resolution of 512x512 pixels. They are provided in the following
sizes: 16x16, 24x24, 32x32, 48x48, 128x128, 256x256, 512x512 pixel. Some of the included artists are Bastien Lecouffe Deharme,
Bewley, Jay Frye, LesLee, Lunarti, Philip This set of professional icons has great icons that will sure please its users. It offers 128 icons
that are kept simple and contemporary. The icons come in different sizes in PNG format and in AI, SVG and EPS vector formats. This set
has all standard icon shapes (rectangle, circle, ellipse, and polygon) with different sizes. They come in transparent, gray and white colors.
The icons... The web professionals will surely enjoy this set. It contains a great variety of icons that will help them to find the needed icon
in no time. The pack contains 1248 icons in svg, png, gif, eps, pen, vectors and other formats and sizes: 96x96, 128x128, 144x144,
176x176, 256x256, 512x512, 640x640, 720x720, 768x768, 1024x1024, 1280x1280, 1440x1440, 1600x1600, 1920x1920, and and a
number of photoshop cs3, illustrator, fireworks, and dreamwe

What's New in the Animation Collection?

The Animation collection includes 16 hand-drawn and flat icons. Each of these icons is available in 3 sizes: 24x24 pixel, 32x32 pixel and
48x48 pixel. Two versions of the icons are provided. One in transparent and the other in solid color. Please note: All icons are intended for
your personal use only. If you are not the author of these icons, do not use them on any website or on any software application. Icons are
not for sale. We'd love to hear what you think about it. CONTENTS: 0. Animated-Up.ai (UP icon) 1. Animated-Up.icns (UP icon in black
color) 2. Animated-Up-32.ai (UP icon in gray color) 3. Animated-Up-32.icns (UP icon in gray color) 4. Animated-Up-48.ai (UP icon in
red color) 5. Animated-Up-48.icns (UP icon in red color) 6. Animated-Up.png (UP icon in black color) 7. Animated-Up-32.png (UP icon
in gray color) 8. Animated-Up-48.png (UP icon in red color) 9. Animated-Up.svg (UP icon in black color) 10. Animated-Up-32.svg (UP
icon in gray color) 11. Animated-Up-48.svg (UP icon in red color) 12. Animated-Up.ttf (UP icon in black color) 13. Animated-Up-32.ttf
(UP icon in gray color) 14. Animated-Up-48.ttf (UP icon in red color) 15. Animated-Up.xml (UP icon in black color) 16. Animated-
Up-32.xml (UP icon in gray color) 17. Animated-Up-48.xml (UP icon in red color) 18. Animated-Up.cdr (UP icon in black color) 19.
Animated-Up-32.cdr (UP icon in gray color) 20. Animated-Up-48.cdr (UP icon in red color) 21. Animated-Up.psd (UP icon in black
color) 22. Animated-Up-32.psd (UP icon in gray color) 23. Animated-Up-48.psd
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System Requirements:

MINIMUM: - Windows 7/Windows 8 (64bit) - Windows 10 (64bit) - 4GB RAM - DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card or system voice (or
headset) RECOMMENDED: - 8GB RAM - DirectX 11 compatible sound card or system voice (or headset) OPTIONAL: - Intel Iris Pro
Graphics 550 (discrete GPU)
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